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Wheatland Flick Carrel
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The Wheatland Collection is characterized by half-panel carrels that use one of our standard leg 

styles: Algonquin, Eisenhower, Finn, Flick, Kestrel, Lorca and Plover. The profile is light, yet the sup-

port is strong. Panels may feature cut-outs from our Design Portfolio or custom designs.  

The Wheatland Flick features a steel rod trio that is clean and architectural. Design options include 

numerous finish colors, cut-outs and edge treatment.  Edge styles include: laminate, vinyl t-mold, 

maple and plywood edgebanding  and solid wood edge. The line includes Arc and Linear profiles in 

single, double and quad units that can be linked to form larger configurations. Power/Data and com-

puter access components are available. Pairs nicely with our Flick Chairs and Flick Tables. Pictured at 

right is the Flick Linear Carrel.

The Wheatland Flick Carrels are 29” high. See our Price List for size offerings. 

Wheatland 
Flick Carrel
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Pictured here are the single-faced carrels and Eisenhower Chair.Pictured here are the single-faced carrels and Flick Chair.
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Flick Tables
The Flick Table is sleek and modern. The three steel rods in each leg 

create visual interest and structure. A wide variety of powder coat finishes 

are available. Top surfaces are offered in laminate or maple veneer. Edge 

styles include: laminate, vinyl t-mold, maple and plywood edgebanding  

and solid wood edge. See our Price List for full shape and size offerings.

The Flick Tables are 29" high.

DIA 36"

DIA 42"

DIA 48" 

36" x 36"

42" x 42"

48" x 48"  

Depth: 30", 36", 42", 48"

Length: 36", 42", 48", 72", 84" 
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Flick

The lines of the Flick chair are appealingly modern and simple. The steel rod sled base supports a molded 

plywood shell. The base finish may be specified in black, white, chrome, or selected from any of TMC’s 

powder coat colors. The Flick stacks ten high and is ideal for use in cafeterias, schools, universities, libraries 

and offices.  An upholstered seat pad is available on all Flick Chairs, including the bar and counter stools.

Flick Arc Back Chair

Flick Tapered Back Chair

   
W 191⁄2"     D 21"     H 331⁄2"      SH 18"

Flick Square Back Chair  

  

Flick Hip  Back Chair
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Flick Task Chair
Pure simplicity, the Flick Task Chair 

is available with an upholstered seat 

pad and many design patterns for its 

back. The 5-star base comes in black 

or polished aluminum.

W 261⁄2"    D 251⁄2"    H 301⁄2" - 331⁄2"      SH 15" - 20"    

    

Flick Task Chair
     

Flick Task Chair with upholstered seat pad

  Arc            Square       Tapered            Hip              Arc            Square       Tapered           Hip          
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